
LES MISRABLES ESSAY

Free Essay: Les MisÃ©rables is an epic tale of hope, empathy, sympathy, redemption and hate set in post-revolutionary
France. Written by acclaimed author.

Set in various locations in France, spanning from to , the novel follows the main protagonist, Jean Valjean. It
is, in fact, full to overflowing of sacrifice between its different characters. She symbolizes all he has. For text
one we were asked to listen to the song and discuss the storyline, themes and characters. The philanthropist's
name was Jean Valjean and the audience can see Victor Hugo's emphasization on his care for the poor through
Jean Valjean. In some cases, poor people seem to be penalized unfairly. As a result, an author's own
systematic religious beliefs will often influence both the message of their story, and the differentiating morals
of their characters. She becomes a prostitute as an alternative to earn money. Jean Valjean, Cosette, and
Marius go through several experiences that enable them to feel the profound effects of love. Life is fuller and
easier, Hugo implies, when built on a foundational trust in the goodness of others. Secondly, music became
vital element in talking films. Positive guides and influences also affect the characters in these books; the
positive guides usually end up winning in the end. The sheriff comes out and gives one of the convicts his
release papers. Jean Valijean is an escaped prisoner, who was convicted for stealing a loaf of bread. In the
novel Les Miserables by Victor Hugo, he illustrates the diverse reactions expressed because of love. The
reader knows what a moral and righteous character Valjean is, but Javert does not have the same perspective;
all he knows is that an ex-convict has gained a position of great social power in Montfermeil. Describe one
such episode, and explain its significance in the narrative. Look down and see the sweepings of the street. Set
in 19th century France, it tells the story of Jean Valjean, an ex-convict, who is able to rebuild his life. It grabs
the audience and pulls you in head first. In literature, this act of sacrifice is often exaggerated and glorified.
After being a galley slave and a convict for nineteen years, he brings himself back into society with the help of
Bishop Myriel. Cosette touches each character she comes in contact with and each in a distinct way. Why do
you think the author chose to do this? Marius and Gavroche are two examples of this type. In each case, Hugo
endeavors so inspire a sense of action. Not necessarily saying one works better than the other, but how it can
truly affect your life or even others around you. Cosette is used to clean and work around the house making
stockings and other necessary things. The story begins with the Bishop of Digne and his daily life. Les
Miserable is set during the French Revolution and shows the reader life through the eyes of an ex-convict
[Valjean] just trying to make his wrong doings right. Maybe you have. When we arrived at the theater my
friend who I was with, ran into a good friend, who also happened to be the manager at the theater that evening.
Despite Charlie's desire to build a bridge between himself and Tshembe, their relationship doesn't extend
beyond the superficial higher level. Francis and St. In the following chapter, Valjean slinks away from his
promise when he steals a forty-sous piece from Petit Gervais, who is another miserable, similar to Valjean. On
the other hand, Jean Valjean endures the difficulties of masculinity. There, Cosette is used to clean and work.
He stole a piece of bread because he was hungry. Marius comes from a very wealthy family. The advance of
technology in the field of cinema that has been possible to adapt and improve the stories of books, real facts,
and of course, musical theater presentations, makes everyone think the answer is no Once Cosette is older she
falls in love with a boy called Marius. In the book, Jean Valjean was originally imprisoned for stealing a tiny
bit of food to feed his sister's children, and he faced enormous barriers to rejoining society after his release.
Each of these types has a moral lesson: the pitiful poor inspire our compassion; the purified poor invite our
imitation; and the wicked poor demand sanctions.


